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i feel really happy to write you all about the m.s. dhoni: the untold story movie that has been released with the title of m. dhoni: the untold
story on the 30th of april, 2016. the film has been directed by neeraj pandey who has previously directed bollywood movies like star wars:
the force awakens and star wars: the last jedi among others. the film is based on the real life of the indian cricket captain mahendra singh

dhoni that has been a great role model for the indians and also for the whole cricketing world. this movie is a biographical sports film about
the life of the indian cricket captain mahendra singh dhoni. this movie will star the indian cricket captain in the role of the film's lead actor.

the cast of the film includes the indian cricketer sushant singh rajput, sumeet vyas, irrfan khan, anupam kher, irrfan khan, salman khan,
vijay devarakonda and jayantilal gada. the film will be produced by nadir khan and the film will be directed by neeraj pandey. the official
launch of the trailer of the m.s. dhoni: the untold story movie was held on 11 june, 2016. the trailer was released by puneet issar and the
film's leading actors m. dhoni, sushant singh rajput, vijay devarakonda and irrfan khan. the trailer has a different approach and story line
that will be unique for the film. the film has been shot in all the major locations of india - mumbai, delhi, kolkata, pune, dehradun, ranchi,

bengaluru, chennai, shimla, dehradun, shimla, tashan, delhi, mumbai and many more. the film is expected to be released in hindi, tamil and
telugu languages.
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